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QUESTION 1

You have a project in Azure DevOps. 

You plan to deploy a self-hosted agent by using an unattended configuration script. 

Which two values should you define in the configuration script? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. authorization credentials 

B. the project name 

C. the deployment group name 

D. the organization URL 

E. the agent pool name 

Correct Answer: AD 

Unattended config: 

The agent can be set up from a script with no human intervention. You must pass --unattended and the answers to all
questions. 

To configure an agent, it must know the URL to your organization or collection and credentials of someone authorized to
set up agents. All other responses are optional. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/agents/v2-windows 

 

QUESTION 2

You add the virtual machines as managed nodes in Azure Automation State Configuration. 

You need to configure the computers in Pool7. 

What should you do? 

A. Modify the RefreshMode property of the Local Configuration Manager (LCM). 

B. Run the Register-AzureRmAutomationDscNode Azure Powershell cmdlet. 

C. Modify the ConfigurationMode property of the Local Configuration Manager (LCM) 

D. Install PowerShell Core. 

Correct Answer: B 

The Register-AzureRmAutomationDscNode cmdlet registers an Azure virtual machine as an APS Desired State
Configuration (DSC) node in an Azure Automation account. 
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Scenario: The Azure DevOps organization includes: The Docker extension 

A deployment pool named Pool7 that contains 10 Azure virtual machines that run Windows Server 2016 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/azurerm.automation/register-
azurermautomationdscnode 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company has a hybrid cloud between Azure and Azure Stack. 

The company uses Azure DevOps for its full CI/CD pipelines. Some applications are built by using Erlang and Hack. 

You need to ensure that Erlang and Hack are supported as part of the build strategy across the hybrid cloud. The
solution must minimize management overhead. 

What should you use to execute the build pipeline? 

A. a Microsoft-hosted agent 

B. Azure DevOps self-hosted agents on Azure DevTest Labs virtual machines. 

C. Azure DevOps self-hosted agents on Hyper-V virtual machines 

D. Azure DevOps self-hosted agents on virtual machines that run on Azure Stack 

Correct Answer: D 

Azure Stack offers virtual machines (VMs) as one type of an on-demand, scalable computing resource. You can choose
a VM when you need more control over the computing environment. References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/azure-stack/user/azure-stack-compute-overview 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Repos repository that contains large PSD files. You need to configure Git LFS to manage all the
files. 

How should you complete the script? To answer, drag the appropriate access levels to the correct groups. Each access
level may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to
view 

content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You manage an Azure web app that supports an e-commerce website. 

You need to increase the logging level when the web app exceeds normal usage patterns. The solution must minimize
administrative overhead. 

Which two resources should you include in the solution? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. an Azure Monitor alert that has a dynamic threshold 

B. an Azure Automation runbook 

C. an Azure Monitor alert that uses an action group that has an email action 

D. the Azure Monitor autoscale settings 

E. an Azure Monitor alert that has a static threshold 
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Correct Answer: AB 

You can use Azure Monitor to monitor base-level metrics and logs for most services in Azure. You can call Azure
Automation runbooks by using action groups or by using classic alerts to automate tasks 

based on alerts. 

Metric Alert with Dynamic Thresholds detection leverages advanced machine learning (ML) to learn metrics\\' historical
behavior, identify patterns and anomalies that indicate possible service issues. It provides support of both a simple UI
and 

operations at scale by allowing users to configure alert rules through the Azure Resource Manager API, in a fully
automated manner. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-dynamic-thresholds 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automation-create-alert-triggered- runbook 
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